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ABSTRACT
Understanding Internet user behavior and Internet usage patterns is fundamental in developing fu-
ture access networks and services that meet technical as well as Internet user needs. User behavior is
routinely studied and measured, but with different methods depending on the research discipline of the in-
vestigator, and these disciplines rarely cross. We tackle this challenge by developing frameworks that the
Internet usage statistics used as the main features in understanding Internet user behaviors, with the purpose
of finding a complete picture of the user behavior and working towards a unified analysis methodology.
In this dissertation we collected Internet usage statistics via privacy-preserving NetFlow logs of 66 student
subjects in a college campus was recorded for a month long period. Once the data is cleaned and split
into different groups based on different timw windows, we have used Statistical Analysis and we found
that Internet usage of each user exhibits statistically-strong correlation with the same user’s Internet usage
for the same day over multiple weeks while it is statistically different from that of other Internet users. In
another attempt we have used Time Series Forecasting in order to forecast future Internet usage based on
the previous statistics. Subsequently, using state-of-the-art Machine Learning algorithms, we demonstrate
the feasibility of profiling Internet users by looking at their Internet traffic. Specifically, when profiled over
a time window of 227-second, subjects can be classified by 93.21% precision accuracy. We conclude that
understanding Internet usage behavior is valuable and can help in developing future access networks and
services.
vi
CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
As the Internet usage is evolving and offers new services, it is taking a larger part of our lives. We
find new ways of communicating, interacting and entertaining ourselves. Understanding how people behave
on the Internet is essential in developing next generation of secure networks. To date, our Internet connection
is primarily secured by text-based passwords which is the most popular type of authentication that the user
manually enter a username with a password. This technique has some challenges and limitations. One
important issue is related to memorizing passwords that force users to choose same passwords for different
accounts or in some cases they can be forgotten. Furthermore, with CCTV cameras in most of public places
like airports, malls, and restaurants, there is a high chance that a camera record you when entering your
password. However, many improvements proposed to make text-based passwords secure, but the inherent
limitations are still problematic.
To address these limitations, researchers proposed several other alternative techniques for authenti-
cating Internet users. One class of techniques that garbed a high attention is biometric-based authentication.
In brief, this class of authentication can be sub categorized into two: Physiological and Behavioral. Physio-
logical approaches rely on unique aspects of human body such as Iris scan, Fingerprints, Gait, Palm prints
and many other aspects. Although it can improve the security of our accounts but the challenge is with the
fact that these techniques requires more advanced hardwares and softwares. Also, some these information
are sensitive and not idea for broadcasting over an un-trusted network. As an alternative technique for this
type of approaches, behavioral-based authentication proposed that rely on certain unique behavioral aspects
of a subject for authentication purposes like key stroke patterns, hand waving gestures and screen touch
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patterns. The challenge with these approaches is again related to requirement for extra sensors and tools
or many users don’t like to use key loggers since they don’t want any part of their keyboard activity being
logged for obvious privacy reasons.
Not only understanding Internet user behavior helps us to develop future access networks, but also
it can help to implement smarter advertisement systems, better management of networks and many more
applications. People has different behaviors on the Internet but typically they have a pattern in their Internet
usage. This pattern is different from a person to another. In this dissertation we focused on the behavior of
Internet users with the purpose of finding the most important parameters in understanding user behavior.
1.1 Our Contributions
In this dissertation, we make new contributions to understand Internet user behavior. Specifically,
using Statistical Analysis, Time Series Forecasting and Machine Learning techniques, we demonstrate how
Internet traffic of users can be used to generate profiles and authenticate Internet users over an un-trusted
network. Specifically, our contributions are as follows.
1.1.1 Collected Real Internet Traffic Using NetFlow Logs
We collected campus NetFlow logs for 66 college students using NetFlow logs. All ids and sensitive
information like content of Internet usage such as content of emails or downloaded files were anonymized.
We found that most of the campuses or organizations with several active users are being collected for mon-
itoring and troubleshooting purposes. In this dissertation we collected NetFlow V5 that contains numerous
fields and parameters. These logs contain information of Internet flows for each Internet user. These infor-
mation include usage times, volume of usage, number of packets, source and destination port numbers, and
protocol and many more. We tried to consider the parameters that are highly privacy preserving. Note, the
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content of Internet usage like the content of emails, chats, or downloaded files were never logged and only
the statistics were logged.
1.1.2 Preprocessing the Collected Data
At this stage categorized Internet usage under different time windows in a range of 1 second to 9
hours. A List of variables were collected using NetFlow logs were recorded for each time window. Then we
removed some unnecessary parameters from data or integrating some variables like volume and duration of
usage to generate some new meaningful variables.
1.1.3 Statistical Analysis
At this stage, we conducted a statistical analysis on the collected NetFlow logs, to answer the
following questions. First, we wanted to see if each subjet’s usage data for days in one week exhibits
statistically-strong correlation with the same subject’s usage data for the same day over multiple weeks.
Second, we wanted to see if each subject’s usage data for days in one week is statistically different from
that of other subject’s for the same day over multiple weeks. Finally, we wanted to see how changing the
size of time window can affect the answer to the above questions. To answer the questions and overcome
the challenges, we employed the classical Meng, Rosenthal, and Rubins Z Test Statistic (MRR-Z) which is
highly used and most relevant to our problem scope.
1.1.4 Time Series Analysis
Subsequently, we analyzed the entire month of Internet usage to answer the following questions.
First, we wanted to see if each subject’s data can be forecasted based on the previous Internet usage data.
Second, we wanted to see if more statistics from previous data can help and forecast future data more
accurately. Finally, how the size of time windows can affect the accuracy of Internet usage forecasting. To
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answer these questions and overcome challenges, we employed Time Series Forecasting which is one of the
most well-known methods in forecasting.
1.1.5 Machine Leaning
In order to generate profiles for Internet users more accurately, we used Machine Learning classifi-
cation algorithms. For this purpose we used Random Forest classification algorithm which is well suited for
our problem domain because it can handle large datasets quickly and efficiently with no causing over-fitting
problem. It is due to the reason that in this algorithm, multiple decision trees are created to minimize vari-
ance of training data sample during the modeling step. First three weeks of data in a month long collected
Internet usage considered as the training dataset and the last week of data considered as the testing dataset.
While Random Forest classifies the Internet users with high accuracy, we tested our framework using two
other classification algorithms of Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naive Bayes in order to show the
feasibility of our framework and our list of features are promising.
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CHAPTER 2 : STATISTICAL ANALYSIS1
2.1 Motivation and Problem Statement
Understanding user behavior profiles over the Internet is a topic of serious interest today. Such pro-
files can be individual or group based. For instance, for optimal deployment and management of network
resources, service providers routinely profile network traffic of user groups to derive trends [1] [2]. Addi-
tionally, there is an ardent interest in the cyber crime community now to understand how criminals in cyber
space use the Internet [3] [4]. In the realm of network security, and specifically authentication, there are
efforts to model prior profiles of Internet users, and later use these derived models for authentication using
challenge-response mechanisms [5]. Finally, in the broad field of cyber-psychology, there is a lot of interest
now to associate Internet usage profiles with psychological disorders like depression, anxiety etc. [6, 7, 8].
In this paper, we make new contributions to behavioral based profiling of Internet users, in a manner
that preserves a high degree of privacy. Specifically, using just Internet usage times and octets, and applying
strong statistical techniques, we demonstrate how Internet usage (specifically octets/duration) of a subject
does show a high degree of self-similarity for the same subject, while being distinct across subjects over
varying time scales. Specifically, our contributions are as follows.
2.1.1 Real Internet Usage Data Collected via NetFlow Logs
In the entire month of February, we collected Campus NetFlow logs of 66 undergraduate (UG)
students in a college campus, all whose ids were anonymized. We point out that Internet usage logs of
1Portions of this chapter were reprinted from Sarmadi, S., Li, M., & Chellappan, S. (2017, November). On the feasibility of
profiling internet users based on volume and time of usage. In Communications (LATINCOM), 2017 IEEE 9th Latin-American
Conference on (pp. 1-6). IEEE., with permission from IEEE Permission is included in Appendix A.
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campuses, and most organizations across the globe, are routinely being collected for monitoring and trou-
bleshooting purposes. Specifically the Internet usage logs collected as part of this study were NetFlow logs
that provide us information on Internet flows for each subject, from which usage times, octets, packets, port
numbers and protocols can be gleaned. It is important to see that NetFlow logs are highly-privacy preserving
since content of Internet usage is never logged (e.g., contents of emails, or chats, or file downloads are never
logged), but only statistics are logged. Subsequently, we preprocessed the logs to identify times of Internet
usage in seconds, and the volume in bytes (denoted as octets) for the entire month.
2.1.2 Statistical Analysis of Temporal Internet Usage
Subsequently, we conducted a statistical analysis on the month’s worth of Internet usage data
(specifically, octets/duration) of each subject to answer the following questions. First, we wanted to see
if each subject’s usage data for days in one week exhibits statistically-strong correlations with the same
subject’s usage data for the same day over multiple weeks. Second, we wanted to see if each subject’s usage
data for days in one week is statistically different from that of other subjects’ for the same day over multiple
weeks. Finally, we wanted to see the impact of how the above correlations are affected based on changing
the time window chosen to develop profiles. To answer these questions, we employ the classical Meng,
Rosenthal, and Rubin‘s Z Test Statistic (MRR-Z), which as we argue later is a widely used test and highly
relevant to our problem scope.
2.1.3 Our Results
Our detailed statistical analysis reveals interesting and practically useful insights. First, we find that
across multiple time windows for any weekday (i.e., 24-hour, 20-hour, 16-hour, 12-hour, 10-hour, 6-hour,
3-hour, 1-hour, 30-minute, 15-minute, 5-minute, 227-second, 30-second, and 15-second), each subject’s
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Internet usage (i.e., octets/duration) is strongly correlated with the same day’s usage for the same subject
across all weeks. Interestingly, we also find that when the time windows to profile are longer, Internet usage
of more subjects statistically correlate with those of any given subject. Also, if the profiling time goes down,
there is a decreasing trend in the number of other subjects whose Internet usage correlates with those of
any given subject, up to a point after which the number of subjects whose Internet usage correlate with a
given subject starts to go up. Plotting the number of subjects whose Internet usage match those of any given
subject versus the time window to profile yields a U-shaped curve (with the minimum point being a profiling
window of 227 seconds in our study. Leveraring from these insights, we also present practical impacts of
our work at the end).
2.2 Related Work
We present a brief overview of important related work. Due to space limitations, a comprehensive
survey is not presented.
In [1] and [2], network profiling for anomalies detection are proposed. While the work in [1] pro-
vides a practical tutorial for profiling, the work in [2] identifies various granularities of destination network,
host-pair, or host and port quadruple as markers for profiling Internet traffic. In other work in [3] and [4],
Internet usage profiling was studied from the cybercrime point of view, wherein new methods are proposed
to profile cyber criminals towards aiding subsequent network forensics.
In [5], a scheme called ActivPass is proposed [5] where the idea is to extract passwords from a user’s
daily activity logs, such as her Facebook activity, phone call activity etc. some of which are memorable,
but unpredictable to others. Using challenge response mechanisms based on prior derived profiles, users
are authenticated. In [6, 7, 8], work is presented that addresses a problem of urgent interest, namely under-
standing the relationship between mental health (like depression, stress, anxiety etc.) and Internet usage.
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Specifically, using statistical and machine learning techniques, this related work aims to derive models for
correlating Internet usage times, Internet usage applications, social media posts, pictures on Instagram and
more with various symptoms of mental health disorders.
To summarize, our work in this dissertation adds to this emerging field of behavioral-based Internet
profiling. The problem we address, namely demonstrating the uniqueness of Internet usage times and octets
of humans has not addressed before and one which has important practical applications.
2.3 Data Collection
In this section, we discuss the data collection aspect of our experimental study 1. The source of
data in this paper was Cisco NetFlow which is one of the most popular technologies to collect IP traffic.
The data was collected from a sample of 66 UG students in a college campus network (with all identities
anonymized) for the entire month of February. Briefly, NetFlow data collected from the campus network
consists of several flows. In our study, NetFlow V5 was used, which contains numerous fields identified and
described in Table 2.1.
In order to distinguish each subject‘s data, the flows for each subject were identified based on the
source IP address field and the same process continued for the entire month of data collected. The campus
network where we collected data uses DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) provided IP addresses.
As such, the IP address used by a subject at one time could be used by someone else later. Therefore, the
process of extracting a subject’s specific NetFlow logs begins by creating a mapping file and associating
each subject with a set of assigned IP addresses, along with the start and end time stamps of each flow. This
information is used by a backup daemon to extract subject-specific NetFlow information by filtering flows
based on the source IP field. The mapping file is created by analyzing DHCP logs that include a subjectâA˘Z´s
1The study was approved by the IRB at the participating campus.
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user-id, which is that subjectâA˘Z´s campus email address. Note that this process, summarized in Fig. 2.1,
and was completely automated. Also, all ids were anonymized. A snapshot of NetFlow logs for a single
subject is presented in Fig. 2.2, where each row denotes a single flow. We point out that on an average, the
number of flows for each subject over a week worth of data was more than 7000. On an average, and each
subject’s Internet usage data via NetFlow logs for a week was around 3.75GB.
Figure 2.1: Overall NetFlow data collection process
Figure 2.2: Snapshot of real NetFlow logs for one subject
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Table 2.1: Features collected via NetFlow logs
Feature Description
unix_secs Current count of seconds since 0000 UTC 1970
unix_nsecs Residual nanoseconds since 0000 UTC 1970
sys_uptime Current time in milliseconds since the export device booted
dPkts Packets in the flow
dOctets Total number of Layer 3 bytes in the packets of the flow
first SysUptime at start of flow
last SysUptime at the time the last packet of the flow was received
srcaddr Source IP address
dstaddr Destination IP address
srcport TCP/UDP source port number or equivalent
dstport TCP/UDP destination port number or equivalent
protocol IP protocol bytes
src_mask Source address prefix mask bits
dst_mask Destination address prefix mask bits
src_as Autonomous system number of the source, either origin or peer
dst_as Autonomous system number of the destination, either origin or peer
Recall from Table 2.1 the fields that can be obtained from NetFlow logs. It is easy to see that
some of these parameters like Destination IP addresses, Ports and Protocols do provide information that is
potentially useful for profiling. However, the focus of this paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of usage
times and octets alone that preserve a high degree of privacy. As such, the NetFlow fields of interest to this
study are:
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• duration: This field is the amount of milliseconds from the start of flow to the end (converted to
seconds herein).
• octets: This field is the number of Layer 3 bytes of the flow.
Note that in our study, octets and duration are integrated into a single parameter as a ratio (i.e.,
octets/duration) and denoted as Internet usage for the rest of the study. Usage profiles are also generated for
this parameter only. Fig. 2.3 shows a snapshot of octets, duration and their ratio for a single subject, and
similar tables are generated for all of the 66 subjects for the month in which NetFlow data was collected.
The statistical analysis framework to generate profiles based on Internet usage is presented next.
Figure 2.3: Snapshot of Internet usage calculated for a single subject
2.4 A Statistical Framework for Comparing Internet Usage Across Subjects
In this section we present our overall statistical framework for profiling Internet subjects based the
ratio of octets and duration. First, we present the formal problem statement, followed by the statistical
framework.
2.4.1 Our Problem Statement
The broad problem statement addressed by this paper is the following. Given Internet usage of
subjects (i.e., octets/ duration as presented in Fig. 2.3), we want to demonstrate if the Internet usage of each
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subject is statistically indistinguishable when compared to the Internet usage of the same subject over time,
while simultaneously being statistically distinguishable when compared to Internet usage of other subjects.
Subsequently, we want to study how the time window chosen for profiling impacts the answers to the above
problem.
Unfortunately, this objective not so straightforward to accomplish. Namely there are some chal-
lenges that are domain-specific which we need to be addressed. Recall that our subject population are
college students, and the Internet usage data collected was over a campus network. As we know, college
students have strict schedules each day of the week. For instance, while some students have classes Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday, other may have classes only on Tuesday and Thursday. A few others may have
different class patterns. Naturally, the times and volume of Internet data usage across all weekdays will not
be consistent for a single subject. Even within a single day, there is likely to be no Internet usage during
class times for example. Furthermore, in weekends, different students may have different schedules, and
some maybe be completely off campus at certain times (during which there will be no usage recorded on
the campus networks). Therefore, in order to keep the ground truth data consistent, in this paper, we focus
only on data collected during weekdays for our subjects. We also attempted statistical comparisons across
the same weekdays only for the data sets collected 2. Note that there were no campus closings in the month
in which we collected data.
2.4.2 Our Statistical Framework
2.4.2.1 Overview of Approach
To address the above problem, and overcome challenges, we employ a statistical analysis frame-
work. For our data sets, since we are comparing correlations across weeks, we split the month’s worth of
2It is important to note that the time frame for profiling is based on the student population in this study, and does not take away
the generality of our proposed techniques.
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Internet usage data into four chunks each for four weeks for all subjects for multiple time windows. A brief
snapshot of two weeks data for two subjects across time is shown in Fig. 2.4, that presents Octets/Duration
for every time window of 227 seconds (chosen as an example among multiple time windows). With this
data, the Meng, Rosenthal, and Rubin‘s Z Test Statistic (MRR-Z test) is leveraged for answering the above
questions. This test is used to statistically evaluate and compare the significant difference of similarity mea-
sures among different subjects. Since the data used in this work is not normally distributed, the normality
assumption widely-assumed in conventional statistical tests (such as Z-test and T-test) become invalid here
[9]. Instead, MRR-Z test is employed in this paper due to its rigorous statistical property (e.g., asymptotic
normality) and easy-to-compute form [10]. It has been applied in often areas, such as psychology and be-
havior science [11, 12, 13], to rigorously compare correlated correlation coefficients calculated from diverse
sources of experimental data.
In the following discussions, without loss of generality, we present statistical analysis for comparing
Internet usage data for two arbitrary subjects a and b (among the 66 subjects) over Weeks 1 and 2 only. The
framework is the same when applied for all subjects across all weeks.
2.4.2.2 Meng, Rosenthal, and Rubin‘s Z Test Statistic
Recall that we want to determine the similarity of each subject’s Internet usage over time, while
also wanting to determine the corresponding dissimilarity with that of other subjects. As such, we propose
to formulate the following null and alterative hypotheses as below. Essentially, the null hypothesis below
makes the claim that for two Subjects a and b, across Weeks 1 and 2, they exhibit patterns of Internet usage
that are statistically indistinguishable from each other. The alternative hypothesis makes the claims that
the corresponding Internet usage patterns of two subjects are distinguishable from each other, as presented
below.
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H0 : r1a2a ≤ r1a2b (2.1)
H1 : r1a2a > r1a2b (2.2)
Note that in the above expressions, r1a2a denotes the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient be-
tween Internet usages of Subject a for Week 1 with Internet usages of Subject a for Week 2; and r1a2b
denotes the Spearman’s rank correlation between Internet usages of Subject a for Week 1 and Internet us-
ages of Subject b for Week 2. Note that when we compare usage data of the same subject across weeks, then
a = b. When we compare usage data for different subjects across weeks, then a , b. Also, the Spearman’s
rank correlation is used in this paper to derive correlations, due to the fact that our Internet usage data is not
normally distributed. In addition, Spearman’s correlation assesses monotonic relationships (whether linear
or not) between two variables. When data are not bivariate normal, Spearman’s correlation coefficient is
often used as the index of correlation [14].
However, the statistical analysis we want to attempt has a challenge, since the correlation coef-
ficients r1a2a and r1a2b cannot be directly determined in practice. However what we can obtain are the
estimated correlation values r̂1a2a and r̂1a2b based on the sample data that we have. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2.4, where the data for two different Subjects a and b for Weeks 1 and 2 are presented (where for this
example, the time window chosen to compute octets/duration is every 227-seconds). In this example, the
parameters r̂1a2a and r̂1a2b can be computed as the Spearman’s correlation coefficient as
r̂xy = 1 −
6Σd2i
N(N2 − 1) , (2.3)
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where N denotes the number of Internet usage samples in the time slot for comparison (which is based on the
window size chosen for profiling) and di denotes the difference between the ranks of corresponding values
of usage for one subject and another subject. Note that the estimates for r̂1a2a and r̂1a2b are dependent since
they are both computed based on the Internet usage of Subject a for Week 1. The MRR-Z test is specifically
designed to compare such correlated coefficients with dependencies.
Figure 2.4: Partitioning our data across weeks
With these definitions, the MRR-Z statistical test for our hypothesis testing problem, can be done
as follows by determining the parameter Z as:
(2.4)Z = [Z1a2a − Z1a2b] ∗
√
[N − 3]√
2 ∗ [1 − r̂2a2b] ∗ h
,
where r̂2a2b is the correlation coefficient between Week 2 of Subject a and Week 2 of Subject b and N is the
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sample size of the data set. Here Z1a2a and Z1a2b are Fisher’s Z transformations of r̂1a2a and r̂1a2b, which can
be calculated respectively as:
(2.5)Z1a2a =
1
2
log
1 + r̂1a2a
1 − r̂1a2a ,
(2.6)Z1a2b =
1
2
log
1 + r̂1a2b
1 − r̂1a2b ,
The parameter h in Eq. 2.4 can be calculated based on the Eq. 2.7 with f and rm2 computed in Eqs.
2.8 and 2.9, respectively
(2.7)h =
1 − [ f ∗ rm2]
1 − rm2 ,
(2.8)f =
1 − r̂2a2b
2 ∗ [1 − rm2] ,
(2.9)rm2 =
r̂21a2a + r̂
2
1a2b
2
.
The fisher transformation in Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6 helps transform sample correlation coefficients r̂1a2a
and r̂1a2b closer to a normal distribution [15]. Under the null hypothesis, Z1a2a − Z1a2b will further approxi-
mately follow normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation as:
(2.10)S tandard Deviation = 1/
√
[N − 3]√
2 ∗ [1 − r̂2a2b] ∗ h
,
where standard deviation is calculated through h, f and rm2 in Equations (2.7) to (2.9) [10].
Based on the MRR-Z test applied above to determine Z, the corresponding P-value can be computed
as follows:
(2.11)P = 1 − Φ(Z),
where Φ(Z) is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution i.e., Φ(Z) = P(Z ≤ z).
Note here that based on a pre-specified significance level α (e.g, α=0.05), when P ≤ 0.05, the null
hypothesis of r̂1a2a ≤ r̂1a2b is rejected. This indicates that correlation coefficient calculated for Internet usage
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patterns for an unknown subject (say b) is significantly smaller than that for a known subject (say a) and
as such Subject b will be identified as a subject distinct from Subject a. On the contrary, when P > 0.05,
the null hypothesis of r̂1a2a ≤ r̂1a2b cannot be rejected. It indicates that correlation coefficient calculated
for Internet usage patterns for an unknown subject (say b) is not significantly smaller than that for a known
subject (say a), and as such Subject b will be identified as indistinguishable from Subject a. Hence for our
problem scope, the MRR-Z is applied across every pair of subjects for numerous time windows to determine
the degree of distinguishability both within and across subjects, based on the computed P values.
Note that the significance level in this paper is set as a small value of 0.05. This setting can be
interpreted as that when the null hypothesis is correct (i.e., r1a2a ≤ r1a2b), the probability of making a
mistake based on the MRR-Z test is smaller than 0.05. The significance level can be also adjusted to other
smaller values, e.g., 0.01, based on requirements, although the statistical procedure remains the same.
2.5 Results of Statistical Analysis on Our Datasets
We now present results of applying our statistical analysis framework for profiling based on Internet
usage data sets. The time windows to compare correlation across subjects were chosen as 24-hour, 20-hour,
16-hour, 12-hour, 10-hour, 6-hour, 3-hour, 1-hour, 30-minute, 15-minute, 5-minute, 227-second, 30-second,
and 15-second on all weekdays for the month in which Internet usage data was collected. Due to space
limitations, presenting every possible result for all time windows across all four weeks is not possible.
Instead, we present only a summary here, but the results are representative, and standard deviations from the
average reported here were very low.
Fig. 2.5 summarizes our results. The X-axis denotes different time windows chosen to compare
correlations, while the Y-axis denotes the average number of subjects who were deemed to be statistically
indistinguishable from every single subject using our statistical analysis above. For clarity of understanding,
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Figure 2.5: Average number of subject matches w.r.t. to different window sizes
let us first present the manner in which we need to interpret our results. Namely, let us consider that subjects
in our pool are labeled as S 1, S 2, S 3, . . . , S 66 for 66 subjects. For each subject, we partition the Internet
usage (octets/duration) across all time windows from 24 hours to 15 seconds for each weekday of the week
for all four weeks. Note that a snapshot of Internet usage for 227 seconds for a single subject was presented
earlier in Fig. 2.4.
Consider for instance a time window T = 5 mins (or T = 300 seconds) for a single Subject S 1. We
apply the MRR-Z test to determine the correlation between Internet usage data for every time window of
300 seconds for ever weekday in one week for Subject S 1 with the Internet usage of the corresponding time
window of every other week for all users S 1, S 2, S 3, . . . , S 66. We repeat this test across all subjects across
all time windows for all weekdays and for all four weeks in which data was collected in order to determine
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the degree of similarity of usage within and across subjects. We also want to see how varying time windows
chosen for correlation affect the similarities within and across users.
Fig. 2.5 presents our results. At the outset, we find that for all the time windows chosen, each
subject’s Internet usage data in any week demonstrated statistically significant correlations for the corre-
sponding time window across all weekdays in all other weeks when compared with usage data of the same
subject. This is important because this shows that even for very small time windows of 15 seconds, the In-
ternet usage for every subject exhibits provably repeatable behavior. However this is only part of the puzzle,
because we want to see how the statistical similarity of usage data when compared across subjects. As seen
in in Fig. 2.5 for longer profiling time windows, a subject’s usage data correlates with that of more subjects,
and it slowly decreases as the prifiling window goes down to the point where only one subject is matched
(which is always the same subject), and then the number of matched subjects starts to increase with further
decrease in profiling time windows. These results in Fig. 2.5 are very insightful. They show that only with
octets and durations, each subject’s usage profile is unique when compared across one hour time windows.
For much larger time windows, the granularity of octets and data is too large to characterize uniqueness.
Similarly, when profiling time windows are too small, there is very limited usage data to derive characterize
uniqueness for every subject.
Interestingly, for smaller time windows of 227 seconds, 5 minutes and 15 minutes, the number of
matches is still very low. But in these time windows, those subjects whose usage profiles match those of
other subjects are only for those cases where there is no usage data for those subjects (i.e., there are zero
flows and octets for those subjects). When at-least one flow was present for a subject, the only statistically
significant correlations obtained were for usage data of the same subject across weeks, while the usage data
when compared for different subjects across weeks even in these small time windows did not correlate for
any other week.
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2.6 Practical Applications and Conclusions
Demonstrating the feasibility of profiling users based on volume and time of usage alone, and de-
riving associated trends has not been attempted before. We present very briefly practical applications of our
work. First, this work opens new possibilities of password-less authentication where usage volume and time
at run-time can be compared with past usage to detect anomalies. Since we show profiling windows can be
as small as 3 - 5 minutes, such a system will be practical. It is also possible now to build profiles based on
roles in an organization - like security admin, database admin, network deployer etc., and use prior profiles
for anomalies detection during run time when people abuse privileges. Personalized advertising and superior
resource management for network deployers are also possible applications. However, for such applications
to mature, we need significantly more data sets from many more users, with more diversity beyond campus
settings, which is part of our current work. Specific tasks include deriving more privacy preserving features
from traffic flow; looking into other tools that capture network traffic; enhancing subject diversity beyond
campus settings; incorporating machine learning techniques for data processing and more.
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CHAPTER 3 : INTERNET TRAFFIC FORECASTING1
3.1 Motivation and Problem Statement
Profiling user activity on the Internet is a topic that is important, with numerous scenarios and
applications. Instances include a) deriving social media profiles on Facebook and Twitter for applications
like friends matching, targeted advertising, demographic analysis [5]; b) deriving router profiles for network
traffic management, resources deployment, attack/fault detection via anomalies [16]; c) deriving profiles for
understanding apps usage on smart-phones [17]; d) deriving Internet usage profiles to predict mental health
outcomes [8, 18, 19, 20] and more.
In this paper, we make new contributions to user profiling on the Internet. The problem we ad-
dress is both practical and important. Specifically, our problem is to determine the volume and duration
of Internet usage of a subject based on knowledge of past historical data that was collected pervasively
and unobtrusively. This problem has multiple uses in the realm of authentication (via anomaly detection),
run-time management of network resources (via superior forecasting), and smarter advertising (again via
forecasting usage times) and more. Unfortunately though, such a problem is hard to tackle mainly from a
privacy perspective, since sharing of historical Internet data to derive profiles may be of concern to users.
To alleviate this problem, while still demonstrating the ability to forecast, we conduct an experi-
mental study in this paper for forecasting Internet usage duration and volume from historical data collected
via privacy preserving NetFlow logs from routers. Specifically, our contributions are as follows.
1Portions of this chapter were reprinted from Sarmadi, S., Li, M., & Chellappan, S. (2018, May). A Statistical Framework to
Forecast Duration and Volume of Internet Usage Based on Pervasive Monitoring of NetFlow Logs. In 2018 IEEE 32nd International
Conference on Advanced Information Networking and Applications (AINA) (pp. 480-487). IEEE., with permission from IEEE
Permission is included in Appendix A.
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3.1.1 Real Internet Usage Traffic Collected via NetFlow
Internet usage of 66 undergraduate (UG) college students for the entire month of February was
collected via NetFlow logs. All sensitive information was anonymized. Note that many organizations and
corporations pervasively collect Internet traffic statistics for monitoring and troubleshooting purposes. To
be more specific, the NetFlow logs used in this paper typically record information such as packets, octets,
duration, port numbers and protocols of an IP packet that pass through a router. Note that the NetFlow logs
are highly-privacy preserving since the content of Internet usage is never collected (e.g., content of emails,
or chats, or file downloads are never logged). Only the statistics are collected. Subsequently, we processed
the recorded data to identify the volume in bytes (denoted as octets) and duration of usage (as a notion of
time) for the entire month for the purpose of this study.
3.1.2 Time Series Forecasting
Subsequently, we analyzed the entire month of Internet usage data to answer following questions.
First, we wanted to see if each subject’s usage data can be predicted based on the previous usage data.
Second, we want to see if more statistics from previous usage data can help to predict future Internet usage
more accurately. To answer these questions, we use Time Series Forecasting, which is one of the widely
used methods of prediction in the literature.
3.1.3 Our Results
Our detailed prediction results reveal interesting and practical insights. First, we found that each
week of Internet usage data can be predicted based on the previous weeks of Internet usage data from
the perspective of duration and volume of usage. We also find that with more previous information about
Internet usage statistics to profile, accuracy of forecasting can be improved. In addition, in general, profiling
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and predicting future duration and volume of usage over 1-hour window performs best compared to other
time windows.
3.2 Related Work
In this section we present a brief overview of important related studies. Due to space limitations, a
comprehensive survey is not presented.
Considering the importance of profiling Internet users, many innovations have been proposed in the
literature. In [16], a parameterizable methodology for profiling Internet traffic flows at a variety of granu-
larities is presented. Authors defined flows based on traffic satisfying various temporal and spatial locality
conditions that were observed at internal points in a network. This methodology can solve some central
problems with networking such as resource reservation at multiple service levels, usage based accounting,
and the integration of IP traffic over an ATM fabric. Authors considered various granularities of a flow such
as destination network, host-pair, or host and port quadruple in their analysis.
In [5], authors studied the feasibility of automatically extracting passwords from profiling daily
activities like phone activity, Facebook activity etc. They have observed that infrequent activities can be
memorable and also unpredictable. Authors launched an experiment with 70 subjects by including their
Facebook activities, browsing history, call logs, texts. The proposed system could achieve a success rate of
95% to authenticate legitimate users and was compromised in 5.5% of cases. More recent related work in
authentication is in [21], where the authors demonstrate that octets and duration of Internet usage tends to
be repeatable over time for users, which can serve as new markers for authentication.
In [17], authors comprehensively studied the diverse usage patterns of smartphone applications via
network measurements from a national level Tier-1 cellular network provider in the U.S. They observed that
about 20% of the applications that are very popular are local because they are expected to serve local users
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such as news applications. They also found similarities across different applications in terms of geographic
coverage, daily usage patterns, etc.
In [8, 18], [19, 20], the authors studied profiles of student Internet users with applications to mental
healthcare. They demonstrate that Internet usage statistics like Octets, Usage Duration, Entropy of Usage,
Chatting Usage etc. are significant different for students that suffer from mood problems, compared to those
that dont. Furthermore, the privacy implications of such findings and their applications are also discussed.
In [22], authors studied Internet users‘ behaviors toward Internet advertising and how it can be
compared to advertising in general. They provided results which indicate that more respondents found
Internet advertising to be informative and trustworthy than a demographically similar sample found general
advertising.
To summarize, the work in this study adds to this emerging field of Internet usage profiling. The
problem we address, namely forecasting the duration and volume of Internet usage from past profiles has
not addressed before, and is one which has important practical applications.
3.3 Data Collection
In this section, we briefly introduce the data collection part of our project1. Data was collected
using Cisco NetFlow which is one of the most well-known technologies to capture network traffic [1]. Data
included a sample of 66 student subjects in a campus network (with all identities anonymized) for a month
long period. In this experimental study, NetFlow version 5 was used that export many variables which are
briefly described in Table 2.1.
The collected NetFlow data has several flows which was categorized based on the source IP address
field. Since the campus network which the data was collected uses DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
1The study was approved by the IRB at the participating campus.
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Protocol) in order to assign IP address, each IP address can be used by different users at different times. As
the result, a mapping file was established that contains a list of IP addresses which are assigned to each user.
This file was created using DHCP logs that includes each subject’s username, which is their email address.
Mentioned information is used by a backup daemon to extract each subjects NetFlow data by filtering flows
based on the source IP address variable. Fig. 3.1 presents the whole process that was done for collecting the
NetFlow traffic. All ids and sensitive information were anonymized to preserve privacy. In average, a week
of worth data contains more than 7000 flows and an Internet usage data of around 3.75GB.
Figure 3.1: Overall NetFlow data collection process
Figure 3.2: Snapshot of real netFlow logs for one subject
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Table 3.1: Features collected via NetFlow logs
Feature Description
unix_secs: Current count of seconds since 0000 UTC 1970
unix_nsecs: Residual nanoseconds since 0000 UTC 1970
sys_uptime: Current time in milliseconds since the export device booted
dPkts: Packets in the flow
dOctets: Total number of Layer 3 bytes in the packets of the flow
first: SysUptime at start of flow
last: SysUptime at the time the last packet of the flow was received
srcaddr: Source IP address
dstaddr: Destination IP address
srcport: TCP/UDP source port number or equivalent
dstport: TCP/UDP destination port number or equivalent
protocol: IP protocol bytes
src_mask: Source address prefix mask bits
dst_mask: Destination address prefix mask bits
src_as: Autonomous system number of the source, either origin or peer
dst_as: Autonomous system number of the destination, either origin or peer
As introduced in Table 3.1, several fields can be captured from the data. Fig. 3.2 illustrates a snap-
shot of the real NetFlow traffic logs for one sample subject. However, in this paper we only considered octets
and duration for forecasting. Forecasting other possible variables like port numbers, destination addresses
and more are possible, and is part of our future work, once privacy implications are better understood.
Formally, the variables used in this research paper for forecasting are:
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• octets: This parameter shows the number of Layer 3 bytes per flow.
• duration: This parameter shows the amount of milliseconds from the beginning of the flow to the
ending (converted to seconds for ease of use).
The above procedure was completed for all the 66 student subjects in the study. Fig. 3.3 shows a
snapshot for a single user from a new table that contains the processed Internet usage parameters in addition
to converted date and time in epoch to human readable date and time for ease of use. At this step, different
time windows have been employed to split the data into several parts. We have used windows in a range of
24 hours to 15 seconds for splitting our data. In prior research we have demonstrated that 1-hour window as
preferable to partition the data and demonstrate self-similar behavior of Internet usage [21]. Interestingly, in
this paper also we we found that 1-hour window can also predict the future trend more accurately than any
other time window. We compare our forecasting results across multiple profiling windows later in the paper
in the results section.
Figure 3.3: Snapshot of volume and duration for a single subject
3.4 Predicting Internet Users’ Traffic
In this section we present the framework to forecast the duration and volume of Internet usage based
on past profiles of the same Internet user. Specifically, in this paper, we want to forecast the duration and
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volume of Internet usage in each weekday of one week based on profiles derived for the same weekday in
three prior weeks.
To design this framework, there are some challenges. For example, since our subjects are college
students, they have a strict schedule. For an instance, one student can have classes on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays and others may have on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Also, there is a possibility that different
weeks have different schedules. Furthermore, many students are off campus during the weekends so we
only focused on data that captured during weekdays.
The main question that we want to answer in the area is the following. We want to see if any week
of Internet usage can be predicted based on the previous weeks of Internet traffic. In addiction, we want
to see if more previous data can help to predict more accurately. Finally, we want to find the best profiling
window size to forecast.
To address the above problem, and overcome challenges, we use Time Series Forecasting tech-
nique [23]. This technique is considered to predict new data when the actual outcome may not be known
currently. Time Series Forecasting is employed in this paper due to its rigorous statistical property and easy-
to-compute form. This modeling approach is particularly useful when there is little knowledge available on
the underlying data generating process or there is no satisfactory explanatory model that relates the predic-
tion variable to other explanatory variables. It has also been successfully applied in areas, such as statistics,
pattern recognition, weather forecasting, earthquake prediction, and widely in any domain of applied sci-
ence and engineering that involves temporal measurements. For our data sample, since we are predicting
the fourth week based on previous three weeks, we split the month’s worth of Internet traffic data into four
parts for four weeks each for all 66 subjects as it can be seen in Fig. 3.4.
In the following discussions, without loss of generality, we present the technique for predicting
Internet traffic data for an arbitrary subject (among the 66 subjects). The technique is the same when applied
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for all the subjects in the data sample. The process is summarized in algorithm 1. There are several variables
which are briefly described in Table 3.2
Algorithm 1 Internet traffic prediction
1: procedure Prediction(Data Flow)
2: create windows of 1-hour for a specific day (e.g. Monday) across all three weeks: L[1..72]
3: for i = 13 to 61 do
4: MA[i] = [L[i − 12] + L[i − 11] + L[i − 10] + .. + L[i + 11]]/24
5: end for
6: for j = 13 to 60 do
7: CMA[ j] = [MA[ j] + MA[ j + 1]]/2
8: end for
9: for m = 1 to 24 do
10: S [m] = [ L[m]CMA[m] +
L[m+24]
CMA[m+24] +
L[m+48]
CMA[m+48] ]/3
11: S [m + 24] = [ L[m]CMA[m] +
L[m+24]
CMA[m+24] +
L[m+48]
CMA[m+48] ]/3
12: S [m + 48] = [ L[m]CMA[m] +
L[m+24]
CMA[m+24] +
L[m+48]
CMA[m+48] ]/3
13: S [m + 72] = [ L[m]CMA[m] +
L[m+24]
CMA[m+24] +
L[m+48]
CMA[m+48] ]/3
14: end for
15: for n = 1 to 72 do
16: DS [n] = L[n]/S [n]
17: end for
18: LinearRegression(DS[1 .. 72])
19: for o = 1 to 96 do
20: T [o] = a + [b × o]
21: end for
22: for q = 73 to 96 do
23: Prediction = T [q] × S [q]
24: end for
25: end procedure
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Table 3.2: List of variables used in the algorithm
Variable Description
L: denotes the amount of Internet traffic after splitting the data into windows
MA: denotes the Moving Average
CMA: denotes the Centered Moving Average
S: denotes the seasonality component
DS: denotes the deseasonalized variable
T: denotes the trend component
Prediction: denotes the predicted value for the Internet traffic
There are several different methods to do Time Series Forecasting. One of the traditional techniques
that is employed in this paper is called Moving Average (MA) [24]. An observation in time series can be
decomposed into three different components: the trend that shows long term direction, the seasonal that is
systematic or calendar related movements and irregular that is unsystematic which is short term fluctuations
related effect. This process is called decomposition model.
As mentioned earlier, one of the components is called seasonal effect that is a systematic and cal-
endar related effect. Observed data needs to be seasonally adjusted since seasonal effects can hide the true
underlying movement in the series. In addition, it can hide certain non-seasonal characteristics that may be
of interest. The seasonal component consists of effects that are stable with respect to timing, direction and
magnitude. Seasonality can be recognized by regularly spaced peaks that have a consistent direction and
approximately the same magnitude in the time period. Another component of Time Series is called trend
that is defined as the long term movement and is a reflection of the underlying level.
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Two structure are proposed for basic decomposition models; one structure is Additive and the other
structure is Multiplicative. Noteworthy, in this paper we used the classical time series multiplicative model
as it is presented in Eq. (3.1).
xt = S easonal × Trend × Random (3.1)
The term “Random" is often called “Irregular" in decompositions. Random or irregularity is can-
celed from the equation by deseasonalising the process. Although, in this paper, to compute the prediction
process, two components of seasonal and trend are employed as they are presented in Eq. (3.2). In short,
trend is showing the long-run increase or decrease over time and seasonal is showing the short-term regular
wave-like patterns. Different approaches are available, however in this paper we used a smoothing procedure
called Moving Average (MA).
xt = S easonal × Trend (3.2)
As mentioned earlier, different time windows chosen in this project that 1-hour window resulted in
more accurate predictions. Fig. 3.5 illustrates traffic duration for one sample subject in our data set for Mon-
day across three weeks. As it is clear in the plot, there is a pattern in the traffic usage. As mentioned before,
next step is to apply the MA technique to smooth the graph. Fig. 3.6 presents the data after applying the
moving average technique. Column MA(24) stands for the computed moving average. It simply calculated
by finding the average value for the first 24 windows. Noteworthy, for the first value in column MA(24) we
need to find the average for the duration values from time code t = 1 to t = 24 which is showed by a dotted
rectangle and placed for the first value of MA. Noteworthy, since we are averaging 24 values, we put the
averaged value around the middle of the window. In this case, we put the first MA value in the time code
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Figure 3.4: Partitioning our data across weeks
t = 13. Then the second value can be calculated by using the duration values from the time code t = 2 to
t = 25 which is exposed by a dashed rectangle. This value can be placed for the MA at location of time code
t = 14. Same process can be continued until the last value that find the average from t = 49 to t = 72 and
place it for the time code t = 61. Since the number of windows is an even number (24 windows of 1-hour
in a day), Centered Moving Average (CMA) should be used to find the actual average value. For computing
the CMA, simply average for each pair of MA values can be calculated and placed as the CMA value. For
example, for the first value of CMA, we can average first two values of MA and place at the time code of
t = 13. Similarly, it can be continued until averaging last two values of MA. Fig. 3.7 presents the duration
plot after applying the MA technique.
Next step is to find the variable containing the seasonality. To do so, seasonality should be extracted
from CMA. Average of the division of the original data over the CMA for the first time window across all
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Figure 3.5: Internet traffic duration for a sample subject for Monday across three weeks
three weeks can be computed and placed for the first time window across all four weeks as it was stated in
the Algorithm 1. The process is summarized in Eq. (3.3) where m denotes the time window number that
starts from 1 to 24. Each time, it calculates for a specific time window and place the result for that specific
time window across all four weeks. As the result, seasonal component is extracted from the data.
S = [
L[m]
CMA[m]
+
L[m + 24]
CMA[m + 24]
+
L[m + 48]
CMA[m + 48]
]/3 (3.3)
Next step is to calculate the deseasonalized value by dividing the original traffic by the seasonal
component that computed in the previous step. To finish the process, trend component is also need to be
extracted. Linear regression can be applied to find the trend as it is shown in Eq. (3.4). Where Y is the
deseasonalized value that computed earlier and X is the explanatory variable which in this project, time
code of t is considered as the explanatory variable. Outputs from the regression model are a and b which
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Figure 3.6: Applied prediction framework
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Figure 3.7: Internet traffic duration for Monday after applying the moving average
they are intercept and slop, respectively. Trend can be computed based on these values in addition to the
time code of t, based on Eq. (3.5). Finally, components of seasonality and trend which are needed for the
prediction are founded with the previous steps. Simply by multiplying seasonality and trend, the predicted
Internet traffic can be computed.
Y = a + bX (3.4)
Tt = a + (b × t) (3.5)
As mentioned earlier, seasonality is the same for all weeks. So, simply it can be placed for the
fourth week in our month long data set. Also, trend component can be computed based on the variables a,
b and t that are already computed. Ultimately, multiplication of seasonality and trend can be calculated and
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the fourth week of data can be predicted. This prediction is also presented in the Fig. 3.6 and labeled as
Forecast.
Fig. 3.8 plots the predicted duration data for the fourth week. Furthermore, Fig. 3.9 plots the
predicted data compared to the captured data. Same procedure can be applied to any other day of week
or even can be applied to predict short-term prediction like a week or month in advance or even long-term
prediction like a year or more.
Figure 3.8: Predicted Internet traffic duration for a sample subject a for Monday
Recall from previous discussions, octets can be employed to predict the future data. Similar proce-
dure that was described in Algorithm 1 can be used by considering traffic volume. Fig. 3.10 illustrates a plot
which is comparing the predicted volume to the captured traffic volume for one sample subject for Monday.
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Figure 3.9: Predicted versus captured Internet traffic duration
Figure 3.10: Predicted versus captured Internet traffic volume
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3.5 Results of Data Forecasting on Our Datasets
In this section we present results of applying our forecasting technique to predict future data. The
time window for the prediction across the subjects was chosen in a range of 15-second to 24-hour. We
observed that a time window of 1-hour can result in more accurate prediction. Due to the space limitations,
presenting all the possible predictions for all time windows is not possible. We just present results for the
1-hour time window in this paper, that gave us best accuracy in forecasting both volume and duration. In
Fig. 3.11, we present the average error in volume prediction across multiple time windows, where we see
for all weeks used to forecast, the window of 1-hour gives us the lowest error. The result is the same for
forecasting duration also. As such, we report results later in this paper for the 1-hour profiling window only.
Also, instead of presenting forecasting results for each day of the week, we present summaries only due to
space limitations.
Fig. 3.12 summarizes our results. The X-axis is presenting 66 subjects labeled S 1, S 2, S 3, ..., S 66.
Three bars are presented for each user. The left bar is employed to show the average duration error based on
1 week of data. Middle bar presents the average duration error based on 2 weeks of data and finally right bar
is the representation for average duration error based on the previous 3 weeks of data. In addition, Y-axis
denotes the average duration error in percentage that can be calculated by using the Eq. (3.6). Data reported
are averaged for prediction across all weekdays in a week.
percent error =
|predicted value − captured value|
captured value
× 100% (3.6)
Same procedure as employed for duration, was used by considering variable octets. Similarly, Fig.
3.13 summarizes the average error in predicting the future volume of Internet usage for all the subjects in
our data set. Again, averages across all weekdays are presented. As it is clear, the framework is predicting
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Figure 3.11: Average volume error across different time windows
effectively since it can predict the future volume of usage based on last three weeks of data with an average
error of 4.86%.
The results presented here convince us that our proposed technique can effectively forecast duration
and volume of Internet usage from past profiles, with good accuracy depending on profiling window chosen.
Also, many other variables can be extracted from a NetFlow data like Destination IP addresses, Ports and
Protocols that do provide information that is potentially useful for forecasting. However, in this study we
only focused on duration and volume of Internet usage alone that have minimal exposure from a privacy
perspective.
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Figure 3.12: Error in forecasting duration of Internet usage
Figure 3.13: Error in forecasting volume of Internet usage
3.6 Practical Impact of Our Work in This Paper
Demonstrating the feasibility of predicting users Internet traffic based on duration and volume of
usage alone, and deriving associated trends has not been attempted before. We present very briefly practical
applications of our work. First, this work opens new possibilities of more secure Internet access where usage
duration and volume of the incoming traffic can be compared with the predicted usage to detect anomalies
and make alerts. It also can be useful in run-time management of network resources via superior forecasting.
In addition, it can be helpful for smarter advertising via forecasting usage time. Since, we demonstrated that
this framework can predict data with a very low amount of average error, such system will be practical. It is
also possible to predict required network resources in advance like a week or couple of weeks in advance.
However, for such applications, we need more data samples from many more subjects with more diversity
beyond campus environment, which is part of our current work. Specific tasks include deriving more privacy
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preserving features from traffic flow; looking into other tools that capture network traffic; enhancing subject
diversity beyond campus environment; incorporating machine learning techniques for data processing and
more.
3.7 Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrate that duration and volume can act as key variables for predicting
Internet traffic. With a sample of college students and privacy preserving NetFlow logs, our prediction
framework demonstrate positive results. We do agree that our prediction framework presented here is only a
starting point. There are definitely avenues for improvement. For instance, one could consider more features
along with duration and volume like destination IP addresses, ports and protocols, which are obtainable
from NetFlow data. Also, state-of-the-art machine learning techniques can be used to predict much more
accurately. However, there is always a privacy vs. usability trade-off here since with more NetFlow features,
accuracy of prediction will improve, but at the cost of privacy. There are all potentially open issues that we
believe our work in this paper can inspire.
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CHAPTER 4 : MACHINE LEARNING FOR PROFILING
4.1 Motivation and Problem Statement
A fundamental component of cybersecurity today is authenticating a user over an un-trusted net-
work. As of today, authentication is primarily text based, wherein a subject manually enters a username,
along with a text-based password at login time. The limitations of text based passwords are immense. These
have vulnerability to shoulder surfing attacks by humans. With CCTV cameras in abundance today in public
places like airports, malls and restaurants, it is very likely that a password entered at most public places can
be recorded via video. Furthermore, memory of subjects does have limitations, that forces people to reuse
a password multiple times, and also in some cases, text passwords are even forgotten. While advances like
two factor authentication improve the overall security of password based schemes, the inherent limitations
of text-based passwords are still problematic today.
To address these limitations, researchers have continuously looked towards designing innovative
approaches for authentication. A class of methods that is gaining increasing traction is biometric based
authentication schemes. Briefly, biometric based schemes can be classified into two: Physiological and
Behavioral. Physiological based approaches rely on unique aspects of human physiology like Iris scans,
Fingerprints, Gait, Palm prints and more. However, these techniques require advanced hardware/software
at run-time, and also some of this information is sensitive and not ideal for broadcasting over an un-trusted
network. As an alternative, behavioral based approaches are increasingly being proposed where certain
unique behavioral aspects of a subject are used for authentication like keystroke patterns, hand waving
gestures and screen touch patterns. The challenge in these designs is the fact that for some aspects like
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screen touches and hand waving, extra sensors need to utilized at runtime for authentication, while key
loggers that can capture keystroke patterns are not desirable by users simply because most users do not want
any part of their keyboard activity being logged for obvious privacy reasons.
Currently, Internet is widely using by different users and each of them has a unique behavior on
the Internet. Understanding this behavior grabbed a high attention. Profiles can be generated based on the
unique recorded Internet user behaviors. Profiles can be generated individual or group based and can be
used in a wide variety of applications. For an instance, they can be used for deployment and management of
network resources [1] [2]. Also, there is an interest to understand how criminals behave and use the Internet
in cyber space. Additionally, in the area of security, there are attempts to extract a model based on the prior
profiles and use them for authenticating users using challenge-response mechanism [5].
4.1.1 Our Contributions
In this paper, we make new contributions to behavioral based authentication. Specifically, using
state-of-the-art Machine Learning Algorithms, we demonstrate how Internet traffic can be used to generate
profiles for Internet users and use the generated profiles to authenticate users. Specifically, our contributions
are as follows.
4.1.2 Real Internet Usage Data Collected via NetFlow Logs
We collected Campus NetFlow logs of 66 college campus students that all ids and sensitive infor-
mation were anonymized. We found that Internet traffic logs of most campuses and organizations with many
users are being collected for monitoring and troubleshooting purposes. The Internet traffic collected in this
paper were NetFlow logs. These logs contain information of Internet flows for each Internet user. These
information include usage times, volume of usage, number of packets, source and destination port numbers
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and protocol and many more. We tried to consider those information that are highly privacy preserving.
Note, the content of Internet usage like content of emails, chats, or downloaded files were never logged,
only statistics are logged.
4.1.3 Preprocessing the Collected NetFlow Data and Feature Extraction
Preprocessing the data was started by categorized the collected data into different time windows in
a range of 1 second to 9 hours. Different variables that are accessible via NetFlow logs were recorded for
each time window. Naturally, we then extracted a number of features from the list of possible variables
and leverage the notion of Information Gain [25] to select a limited number of representative features that
provide most helpful information for profiling and authenticating Internet users.
4.1.4 Applying a Classification Algorithm
Once the promising features are selected, we then apply the classification algorithm of Random
Forest. Random Forest algorithm is well suited for our problem domain because it can handle large datasets
quickly and efficiently with no causing over-fitting problem. This is due to the reason that in this algorithm,
multiple decision trees are created to minimize variance of training data samples during the modeling step
that try to avoid the problem of over-fitting. Furthermore, the training step is easy and this algorithm doesn’t
assume any distribution in the data [26].
4.1.5 Evaluating Our Approach
In this paper, we performed a comprehensive evaluation using Random Forest classifier algorithm.
Our framework, achieved a high Precision accuracy of 93.21% with a Recall and F-Measure of 87.21% and
91.87%, respectively. In order to check the usefulness of our list of features and overall functionality of
our proposed framework, we tested our framework using two other classifier algorithms of Support Vector
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Machine (SVM) and Naive Bayes. However, the results are not as accurate as Random Forest, but they can
classify Internet users with at least 70.29% precision accuracy.
4.1.6 Practical Impacts
Our work has practical impacts. Specifically, our work creates a new dimension of (privacy preserv-
ing) behavioral based authentication - which in this case is the Internet usage of Internet users. In simple
terms, organizations can now attempt to build profiles on Internet usage of respective subjects across desired
time windows. Subsequently, these profiles can be analyzed at run-time when users are actively logged into
the network for authentication purposes. Our Machine Learning based framework using the data collected
for subjects in this experimental study revealed that when profiled and authenticated over a time window of
227 seconds, users can be authenticated with a high accuracy of 93.21%. However, in practice our system
may not be completely perfect, and further discussions on important practical perspectives are also provided
in this paper towards the end.
4.2 Related Work
Authentication over an un-trusted network is a problem that has been extensively studied in the
past. We now provide brief discussions on important and emerging related work here. Considering the
vulnerability of text based passwords, numerous innovations have been proposed in the literature for inno-
vative password generation mechanisms. Two schemes are presented below where a user sets up a secret
with the server during set-up time. In these schemes, the novelty lies in the fact that the server throws new
challenges at each log-in session, based on which newer passwords are computed by the user and entered
for authentication based on the initial secret shared, which enhances security against popular eavesdropping
attacks.
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In [27], a pictures based password scheme is proposed in which a user memorizes 30 pictures out of
a database of 80 pictures as a secret at set-up time. During one round for an authentication session, the server
randomly displays some pictures on the screen in a tabular form. Based on the pictures shown, and their
positions, a number is determined by the user following a rigorous protocol, which becomes the password.
This process repeats over multiple rounds for authentication. Unfortunately, the training and memorization
complexity can be high. In [28], a novel scheme is proposed where the concept of a predicate is introduced
for authentication. According to [28], a predicate typically is a verb phrase template that can be defined:
(a) as a property of certain objects, or (b) as a relationship among objects, or (c) as a value quantifying
certain properties of the object as represented by the variables in the predicate. In the proposed scheme, the
objects are characters, and the predicates encompass all three definitions. Based on the secret predicate, and
image/text challenges offered by the server, the user computes a series of characters over multiple rounds
that form as the password. This scheme also is cognitively complex for common citizens.
Biometrics based authentication techniques are emerging to be popular since they are so difficult to
replicate by malicious entities. Biometrics like Iris recognition [29], Fingerscanning [30], Finger vein ID
[31], Facial recognition [32], and Voice identification [33] have all been proposed. Moreover, recent works
are focusing on providing privacy via the design of data obfuscation architectures to distribute stored data
for privacy [34]. In any case, biometrics based techniques are more expensive if repeatedly used, and also
privacy concerns can never be fully overcome.
This is a relatively new area wherein the behavioral patterns of a subject are leveraged for authen-
tication. Authors in [35] proposed an implicit authentication scheme which leverages user’s behavior for
authentication purposes such as time of going to work or calling home at a specific time of day. Authors in
[36] considered users’ unique behavioral patterns based on when they connect to social networks. There are
also papers like [37] and [38] where patterns of hand waving of subjects are leveraged for authentication.
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A more recent contribution in this field is the ActivPass scheme [5] where the idea is to extract passwords
from a userâA˘Z´s daily activity logs, such as her Facebook activity, phone activity etc. some of which are
memorable, but unpredictable. Needless to say, there are a number of other techniques also including key
stroke patterns, patterns of touching an electronic device like smart-phones, gesture based authentication
and much more, which we don’t discuss here due to space limitations.
In [39], authors studied the feasibility of profiling Internet users based on the volume and time of
usage. Authors collected a month worth of data and applied strong statistical techniques. They demonstrated
that Internet usage of each subject is highly correlated to the same subject, while it is distinct from Internet
usage of other subjects. In addition, in another attempt, authors in [40] studied forecasting Internet traffic
using the state-of-the-art Time Series Forecasting technique. They also presented that volume and time
of usage can act as key variables in forecasting Internet usage. With the same data sample of 66 college
students they claimed that volume and time of usage can forecast Internet traffic. They stated that Time
Series Forecasting can forecast volume of usage based on the past three weeks of data with an average error
of 4.86%.
Our work in this paper contributes to a new form of identifying users based on unique pattern of
Internet usage using NetFlow logs. Our approach is based on the Machine Learning Algorithms, while the
data we collected for profiling is widely collected and is privacy preserving as well.
4.3 Data Collection
In this section, we present the process of data collection aspect of our experimental study. In this
paper, Cisco NetFlow that is one of the well-known technologies to collect network traffic was used. Data
included a sample of 66 undergraduate students in a college campus for a month long period. Note, all
identities and sensitive information were anonymized. Collected data from the campus network consists
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several flows. Good to mention that NetFlow V5 was used to collect data that has numerous fields presented
in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Features collected via NetFlow logs
Feature Description
unix_secs: Current count of seconds since 0000 UTC 1970
unix_nsecs: Residual nanoseconds since 0000 UTC 1970
sys_uptime: Current time in milliseconds since the export device booted
dPkts: Packets in the flow
dOctets: Total number of Layer 3 bytes in the packets of the flow
first: SysUptime at start of flow
last: SysUptime at the time the last packet of the flow was received
srcaddr: Source IP address
dstaddr: Destination IP address
srcport: TCP/UDP source port number or equivalent
dstport: TCP/UDP destination port number or equivalent
protocol: IP protocol bytes
src_mask: Source address prefix mask bits
dst_mask: Destination address prefix mask bits
src_as: Autonomous system number of the source, either origin or peer
dst_as: Autonomous system number of the destination, either origin or peer
duration: duration of the flow
The Collected NetFlow data for the entire month has several flows that in this study they were
grouped based on the source IP address field. The network that we collected this data uses DHCP (Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol) in order to assign IP addresses. As the result, each IP address can be assigned
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to a user and can be assigned to another user later. Therefore, the process has been started by generating
a mapping file that contains set of IP addresses that assigned to each user in addition to start and end time
stamps. Note, DHCP logs contain subject’s username that is their email addresses. So the mapping file
records email addresses and a set of assigned IP addresses for each subject. Forenamed information was
processed by a backup daemon to categorize each subject’s data by filtering NetFlow flows based on the
source IP address field. Entire process was completely automated and summarized in Fig. 4.1.
Note, all identities and sensitive information like the assigned source IP address or destination IP
address were anonymized. We found that each subject on an average has more than 7000 flows over a week
worth of data. In addition, on an average the volume of usage for a week was around 3.75GB. Fig. 4.2
presents a snapshot from the NetFlow data for one of the subjects. Same procedure was done for all other
subjects and 66 NetFlow files were created for the 66 subjects in our data set.
Figure 4.1: Data collection using NetFlow logs
As presented in Table 4.1, NetFlow logs contain numerous fields including port numbers, IP ad-
dresses, protocol, octets, packets and many more. Some of them like IP addresses or port numbers are
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Figure 4.2: Snapshot of real NetFlow logs for one subject
potentially useful in profiling NetFlow data, however, they are not used in this paper to preserve privacy.
The main concentration of this project is on the variables listed in Table 4.2. Some of them like unix_secs,
sysuptime, f irst and last are useful in processing flows to get the exact S tartT ime and EndTime for each
flow. These variables can be determined based on the expressions (4.1) and (4.2).
S tartT ime = ((unix_secs × 1000) − sysuptime) + f irst (4.1)
EndTime = ((unix_secs × 1000) − sysuptime) + last (4.2)
Once it is done, we have for each subject, entries presented in Fig. 4.3, where each row denotes
a single flow, with the S tartT ime, EndTime, Packets, Octets and Duration of the corresponding recorded
flow. Noteworthy, both the S tartT ime and EndTime are in epoch format in the NetFlow data. For ease
of using and understanding, these two times are converted to human readable date and time. In addition,
Duration was converted from milliseconds to seconds. Similar tables are created for all the 66 subjects for
the entire month worth of data in which the NetFlow data was collected.
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Table 4.2: NetFlow variables used in this paper
Feature Description
unix_secs: Current count of seconds since 0000 UTC 1970
sys_uptime: Current time in milliseconds since the export device booted
dPkts: Packets in the flow
dOctets: Total number of Layer 3 bytes in the packets of the flow
first: SysUptime at start of flow
last: SysUptime at the time the last packet of the flow was received
duration: Duration of the flow
Figure 4.3: Snapshot of the variables used for a single subject
As mentioned earlier, NetFlow data in this experimental study collected from a sample of UG stu-
dents on a college campus. Recall that our sample population are college students, it can produce some
challenges. For instance, college students have strict schedules on each day during a week. For example,
maybe some students have classes on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays but other students have different
schedules and have classes on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Others have different schedules and patterns. Ad-
ditionally, amount of Internet usage across all weekdays is not consistent even for a single subject. Even
during some specific times of day, there could be no Internet usage due to the reason that the subject is in a
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lecture. In addition, different students have different schedules during the weekends. There is a possibility
that some students are completely off campus at certain times. As the result, there will be no Internet usage
collected for that specific time on the campus network. As a result, we only focused on weekday Internet
usage and the weekends are removed from our data sets. Note, during the month that we collected this data,
there were no closings.
Furthermore, we observed that most of our college student subjects have used Internet from 9 : 00
am in the morning to 6 : 00 pm in the afternoon. This is the time slot that almost all of our subjects have
Internet usage recorded. In order to have the most Internet usage data for our subjects, we have narrowed
down our data sample to weekdays from 9 : 00 am till 6 : 00 pm.
At this point, different time windows can be applied to the data in order to split the data into several
groups. The reason behind this idea of time splitting is to record Internet usage at a specific time to better
compare subjects. Therefore, at a specific time if there is no Internet usage recorded for a single subject due
to the reason that the subject was out of campus or for any other reason didn’t use the Internet, it can be
compared with other users for authentication or other applications. Different time windows have been used
in this paper. They are in a range from 1 second to 9 hours. Specifically, time window sizes of 1 second, 10
seconds, 15 seconds, 30 seconds, 227 seconds, 5 minutes, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 3 hours, 6 hours,
and 9 hours are used in this experimental paper. Fig. 4.4 presents Internet usage for a sample S ub ject A
over a month worth of data that is split into four weeks. Noteworthy, the time window of 1 hour is used to
sample the data from 9 : 00 am to 6 : 00 pm. Variables of Packets, Octets and Duration are recorded for
each time window. Same procedure was done for all the 66 student subjects in this paper.
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Figure 4.4: Internet usage splitting over a time window of 1 hour
4.4 Machine Learning
In this section, we present our approach by applying Random Forest algorithm for classifying col-
lected NetFlow data. First, we present the formal problem statement, following by applying the state-of-the-
art Random Forest algorithm.
4.4.1 Problem Statement
The problem addressed by this paper is the following. Given Internet traffic of users in a network
as presented in Fig. 4.2, we want to see if the temporal pattern of Internet usage can be marker to profile
and authenticate users with minimal error. Unfortunately, this goal is not so straightforward to achieve.
There are some challenges. Mainly those challenges are related to our subject that are college students. As
we discussed in section 4.3, college student subjects have strict schedules that makes it hard to apply our
approach. There are a few steps in our approach that are explained in the following.
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4.4.2 Data Splitting
For our datasets, since we are profiling and authenticating different subjects, we need to compare
them at some specified times. By this specified times we mean that we can’t compare S ub ject A Monday’s
Internet usage with S ub ject B Tuesday’s Internet usage. Even, it is not correct to compare Monday’s
morning Internet usage for S ub ject A with Monday’s evening Internet usage for S ub ject B. For instance,
if we are selecting Internet usage for S ub ject A on Monday from 9 : 00 am to 10 : 00 am, we should
collect Internet usage for S ub ject B at the same time slot. In this paper, we used time window sizes in a
range of 1 second to 9 hours. We have observed that the size of time window can affect the accuracy of
our classification approach. Furthermore, it is true that we are looking for some smaller time windows that
provide higher accuracy but larger time windows are also effective. Some times of a day like after midnight
or even some days of a week like weekends, because there is a possibility that many users are not using
Internet at all, we can provide a chance of selection to the network administrator to apply an appropriate
time window size to sample the data and authenticate users.
4.4.3 Feature Selection
One important step in any Machine Learning problem is feature selection. This is one of the most
important steps in classification process. Essentially, any machine learning algorithm specify a model that
is a function between the input of X = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xs} and the output of Y that can be shown as the relation
of f (X,Y). The list of inputs are built based on the provided training datasets that xi is the selected input
feature and also S is a real number. Basically, not every selected input feature of x provides same amount
of information on the output of Y . However, just a portion of the list of input features like {x1, x2, x3, ..., xm}
that (m < S ) provides important and non-overlapping information on the output of Y . In an ideal case that
processing power, time, data, and energy are not an issue because of their abundance, all the listed input
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features can be used. Even, those input features that are not relevant can be used to model the relation
between the list of inputs and the output. But in a real world scenario, several issues can happen if those
irrelevant input features added to the learning process. Irrelevant input features can increase the complexity
and over-fit the problem that can happen by considering those irrelevant input features as the important ones
for the classification during the modeling.
Recall that in our problem we are profiling Internet users from real Internet traffic collected using
NetFlow logs. As we discussed the possible variables that can be extracted using NetFlow logs and presented
on Fig. 4.2, some of them like port numbers, IP addresses and protocol carry valuable information and can
be used as the main features in the process. However, in this project we only focused on the duration of the
Internet usage and the volume of usage. Initially we collected 15 features based on the input Internet traffic
flow. To make the problem easier and reduce the possibility of over-fitting, we used Information Gain [25]
technique to extract the most relevant and promising features.
Information gain for a sample feature of Fi can be calculated as:
IG(Tr, Fi) = H(Tr) −
∑
t∈Fi
p(t)H(t), (4.3)
where
H(Tr) = −
∑
x∈m
p(x) log2 p(x). (4.4)
In the above expressions, Tr denotes the set of training data samples including all the features
extracted for all the collected Internet traffic. Also, Fi denotes the ith feature. Here t stands for the number
of unique values for a sample feature of Fi and p(t) is the ratio of the number of users for which the
corresponding feature Fi = t. The parameter H(Tr) is the entropy of the features in the training set Tr and
H(t) is the entropy of the features in the subset of t. Finally, parameter p(x) is the ratio of the number of
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flows associated with a particular subject x to the total number of subjects’ flows in the training data set of
Tr and m is the total number of subjects in our dataset.
Presented feature selection method can help to achieve a high accuracy. In addition, it can be a good
measure to decide which feature is relevant and which feature is not. Particularly, it provides the features
a ranking metric based on the Information Gain entropy value. As we discussed earlier, we started with 15
features and after computing the Information Gain technique, we selected 8 features that gave us the best
accuracy among the total of 15 features.
Below, we present the selected features in this paper.
• Duration: This feature presents the amount of seconds of the Internet usage from the beginning of a
time window to the ending in average per flow. As we discussed in section 4.3, each time window
contains one or several flows where the feature of Duration presents an average from the duration of
the flows.
• Duration no average: This field presents the amount of seconds of the Internet usage from the begin-
ning of a time window to the ending with not computing the average.
• Long duration: Shows a binary number associated with long Internet usage; “1” when Internet used
for equal or more than two third of the whole seconds in a time window and “0” when Internet is used
for less than two third of the whole seconds in a time window.
• Packets: This feature shows the number of total packets in a time window.
• Octets: Shows the average number of layer 3 bytes in a time window per flow.
• Octets no average: This field shows the total layer 3 bytes in a time window.
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• Long volume: This feature presents a binary number associated with the long volume of usage; “1”
when the volume of a flow for a time window of 1 second is equal or greater than 23B and for the time
windows of 10 seconds, 15 seconds, 30 seconds, 227 seconds, 5 minutes, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1
hour, 3 hours, 6 hours and 9 hours is greater than 233.33KB, 350KB, 700KB, 5MB, 7MB, 21MB,
42MB, 84MB, 246MB, 492MB and 738MB, respectively. It can be “0” when the volume of usage is
less than the amounts that defined for each time window.
• Octets/Duration: Shows the average of the ratio of the layer 3 bytes by the duration of each flow.
4.4.4 Classification Method
In this paper, we used Random Forest classification method that is an ensemble supervised machine
learning algorithm. This algorithm works based on a set of decision trees as h(x, θi) that i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n and
θi are independent identically distributed random vectors. The parameter x shows a feature vector extracted
from the collected Internet traffic. Each of the decision trees in the algorithm, predicts a class apart from
other decision trees. Once it is done for a decision tree, a voting process can be done on the results. Finally,
the class that gets the majority of the votes will be the predicted class. Random Forest algorithm builds a
trained model based on the following three steps where N is the training samples for a given dataset that
each of them contains S features.
• N samples can be selected randomly with replacement from the dataset in order to train the model for
a specific tree.
• At this point, features should be selected. K features can be selected randomly from the list of avail-
able features S that K ≤ S .
• Each of the trees will grow until it’s get to its maximum size until the stopping criterion.
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In this paper, stopping criterion of a tree with depth of 5 is chosen. In addition, the number of
decision trees were selected as 110 that resulted in the highest accuracy. Next step starts by getting the
forest ensembled. Once it is done, testing data can be labeled with one of the classes names (S ub ject 1,
S ub ject 2, S ub ject 3, ..., S ub ject 66) by looking at the majority of the votes. For example, it can be labeled
with the class name that has been selected by the majority of trees.
In the Random Forest algorithm, for a defined feature vector x in order to be classified, the condi-
tional probabilities for each of the classes should be computed. This process can be done by computing the
average of the conditional probabilities provided by the trees that created the ensemble. These conditional
probabilities can be constructed by following the next steps. In order to classify a provided decision tree of
T and an input feature vector of x, we can declare v(x) as the leaf node that x falls when it is going to be
classified by the decision tree of T . The probability that vector x belongs to the sample class of m can be
computed as:
P(m|x,T ) = nm
n
, (4.5)
where
m ∈ {S ub ject1, S ub ject2, S ub ject3, ..., S ub ject66}. (4.6)
In the above expressions, nm is the number of subjects training samples that are falling into the v(x)
after the learning process. In addition, n is the total number of subject training samples given to v(x) during
the training process. The probability estimate that a vector x associates to the class of m with a sample
feature vector of x for a forest containing L trees, can be computed as:
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P(m|x) = 1
L
L∑
i=1
P(m|x,Ti) (4.7)
where P(m|x,Ti) as mentioned before is the conditional probability computed by the ith tree and can be
computed using Eq. (4.5). As a result, for a sample vector of x to be classified, the Random Forest algorithm
results in an output vector as:
P = {P(S ub ject1|x), P(S ub ject2|x), ..., P(S ub ject66|x)}. (4.8)
The class that has the highest probability in the vector can be chosen as the classified class for the
ith tree. Finally, the predicted class in our Random Forest algorithm is the class that gets the majority vote
based on the entire process from all the decision trees in our forest [41]. The entire process of Random
Forest algorithm including the data splitting, feature extraction, training and testing are summarized in the
following Algorithm 2.
4.5 Results
Overview of Evaluation Methods: In this section, we present the evaluation results of our frame-
work. In this paper as we presented in the Section 4.3, we collected a month worth of data. The entire month
can be partitioned into 4 parts each for a week. Since in this paper we used Random Forest algorithm which
is a type of supervised learning algorithm, two sets of data are required. One set of data is needed to train
the algorithm that is called Training Data and another set of data that tests the model which is called Testing
Data. In this paper, first three weeks of the month that the data was collected, considered as the training
dataset and the fourth week is considered as the testing dataset. For evaluating the proposed framework, we
have used the parameters summarized in Table 4.3.
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Algorithm 2 Random Forest based algorithm for authenticating Internet users
1: procedure Authentication(NetFlow traffic)
2: Ttr = Training Internet traffic
3: Tte = Testing Internet traffic
4: Ftr = Extracted features from training Internet traffic
5: Fte = Extracted features from testing Internet traffic
6: m = Sample subject from our dataset
7: P(m|F) = Probability that a selected feature vector of F is related to Subject m
8: Data Splitting
9: Internet traffic categorized into several time windows; Time windows are selected in a range of 1
second to 9 hours. At this point Ttr and Tte are generated.
10: Feature Extraction
11: At this stage, the most promising features are selected. Features of Ftr and Fte are extracted from
the data. In this paper we used the features of Duration, Duration no average, Long duration, Packets,
Octets, Octets no average, Long volume, and Octets/Duration.
12: Training Stage
13: Input: Training dataset of Ttr
14: Output: Computing the Random Forest algorithm to classify Internet usage of different subjects.
15: 1) At this point, a sample of bootstrap with the size of N should be selected from the training
dataset of Ttr
16: 2) Decision tree of T should be grown
17: a) Randomly K features are selected from the pool of S features
18: b) Choose the best features using Information Gain technique
19: c) Split each node into two other nodes
20: d) Grow the tree to the maximum size of 5
21: Prediction
22: Input: Enter the testing dataset of Tte into the Random Forest model
23: Output: Detect the user based on the Internet traffic
24: 1) Select the same features that selected for the training data
25: 2) Predict the subject using the following expressions:
26: for all Ts in the Forest do
27:
P(m|x) = 1
L
L∑
i=1
P(m|x,Ti)
28: end for
29: PS = MAX(P(mi|F)), where
30: i ∈ 1, 2, ..., 66
31: end procedure
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Table 4.3: Configuration of our Machine Learning algorithm
Parameter Value
Classifier: Random Forest
Maximum Depth: 5
Number of Trees: 110
Filter: Information Gain
Training: First 3 weeks of the month
Testing: Last week in the month
The results of this paper are evaluated under four metrics of Precision, Recall, F-Measure, and
Confusion Matrix. Precision is computed as:
Precision =
T P
T P + FP
, (4.9)
where TP denotes True Positives and FP denotes False Positives. Also, Recall is computed as:
Recall =
T P
T P + FN
, (4.10)
where FN denotes False Negatives. In addition, F-Measure can be computed based on the calculated Preci-
sion and Recall using Eq. (4.9) and Eq. (4.10) as:
F-Measure = 2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall
. (4.11)
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Furthermore, Accuracy of the algorithm can be computed using the expression as:
Accuracy =
T P + T N
T P + T N + FP + FN
, (4.12)
where TN denotes True Negatives. Finally, Confusion Matrix is a table containing confusion inherent in the
classification method. Each row in the table serves as the instance in the actual collected data. In addition,
each column in the table represents the instance in the predicted class. However, it can be vice-versa where
rows represent the predicted classes and columns represents the actual classes.
Fig. 4.5, presents a graph showing the Precision after computing Random Forest to different time
windows. X-axis, presents different time windows that applied to the classification algorithm which is in a
range of 1 second to 9 hours. Also, Y-axis, presents the percentage of precision. Also, Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7
presents Recall and F-Measure evaluations under different time windows.
Figure 4.5: Precision evaluation
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Figure 4.6: Recall evaluation
Figure 4.7: F-Measure evaluation
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As it was presented in the figures, our framework can profile and authenticate Internet users with
a high accuracy. In addition, as discussed before, proposed framework evaluated under different time win-
dows. Based on the presented figures, it is clear that a time window size of 227 seconds can profile and
authenticate Internet users with a precision of 93.21% and a Recall of 87.21% and a F-Measure of 91.87%.
Fig. 4.8, presents the confusion matrix of the proposed framework in this paper under the time
window size of 227 seconds. Rows are presenting the instances in the actual class which is the Internet
usage of Internet subjects that are labeled from S1 to S66. In addition, columns are presenting the instances
in the predicted class that are also labeled from S1 to S66.
Figure 4.8: Confusion matrix evaluation
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Regarding framework complexity, our proposed framework is super fast in classifying Internet
users. Developing the model took about 9 seconds. The process of modeling and classifying was devel-
oped on a machine that works with a CPU model of Intel Core i7 with the frequency of 3.4GHz and RAM
with the capacity of 16.0 GB configuration.
Regarding technique comparison, while Random Forest classifies the Internet users with a high
accuracy of 93.21% when the data is categorized under the time window of 227 seconds, we tested our
approach with two other Machine Learning algorithms to classify Internet users. Two algorithms of Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and Naive Bayes are employed to classify Internet subjects. Classifiers of SVM and
Naive Bayes are classifying with the accuracies of 76.83% and 70.29%, respectively. However, Random
Forest is classifying more accurately, but it shows that our framework is feasible and our list of features are
promising. Fig. 4.9, presents a comparison of three classifier algorithms under different time windows. X-
axis presents the time windows that are used in this paper and the Y-axis presents the percentage of accuracy
in comparison of Precision.
4.6 Practical Applications
We believe that our work has practical impacts.
4.6.1 Impact to Social Science Field
There is a significant interest today to understand the online behavior of common citizens across
all age groups. For instance, researchers are very interested to understand cyber harassment based on the
online patterns of both victims and bullies; law enforcement officers have interest in building profiles of
cyber criminals like hackers; even organizations like Facebook have monetary incentives in gleaning online
usage profiles of their users. However, the challenge here is the granularity of data collected from a privacy
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Figure 4.9: Precision comparison
perspective. We are not sure of any work in the literature where real Internet traffic of Internet users collected
and profiled under very short time window of 227 seconds. We believe that our work in this paper contributes
a new body of knowledge in this realm.
4.6.2 Impact to Authentication
As we mentioned earlier password based authentication scheme is severely problematic. Our ap-
proach in this paper can provide administrators with novel forms of authentication. For instance, the system
could build verified profiles of a subject’s Internet traffic over different time windows in a range from 1 sec-
ond to 9 hours. Subsequently, these profiles can be validated in run-time to detect potential authentication
issues. When it happens that suspicious behavior is detected, corrective actions can be taken. For instance,
say that the current patterns of a subject logged in as Subject A does not correlate with that of past known pro-
files of Subject A. Then the network could simply verify with Subject A (through other sources like a phone
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call, or a text message) if Subject A is currently logged on. An answer of “No” means that the Network can
take immediate corrective action and notify Subject A of the same. If Subject A does indicate that he/she is
currently accessing the network, then updated profiles can be generated. This technique could dramatically
increase secure authentication with minimal privacy impacts. As we show in the students population, it is
entirely feasible to design techniques that can authenticate Internet users using NetFlow logs.
4.7 Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrate that Internet usage can act as a marker for uniquely authenticating
users. With a sample of college students and privacy preserving NetFlow logs, our Machine Learning based
framework demonstrates positive results. We do agree that the framework presented here is only a starting
point. There are definitely avenues for improvement. For instance, one could consider more features along
with usage times like port numbers, protocol, which are obtainable from NetFlow data. However, there is
always a privacy vs. usability trade-off here since with more NetFlow features, accuracy of authentication
will improve, but at the cost of privacy. These are all potentially open issues that we believe our work in this
paper can inspire.
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CHAPTER 5 : CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, we demonstrate that Internet usage can act as a marker for profiling and authen-
ticating users in cyber space. With a sample of college students and privacy preserving NetFlow logs, our
statistical framework demonstrates positive results. We also proposed that volume and duration of Internet
traffic can be used to forecast Internet traffic. With the same sample of college students and employing Time
Series Analysis we demonstrated the functionality and accuracy of our proposed framework for forecasting
Internet usage. In another attempt we have used state-of-the-art Machine Learning classification algorithms
to generate profiles and authenticate Internet users on an un-trusted network. We do agree that our frame-
works presented here is only a starting point. There are definitely avenues for improvement. For instance,
one could consider more features along with usage times like packets and octets, which are obtainable from
NetFlow data, and are also privacy preserving. However, there is always a privacy vs. usability trade-off
here since with more NetFlow features, accuracy of authentication will improve, but at the cost of privacy.
These are all potentially open issues that we believe our work in this dissertation can inspire.
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